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INTRODUCTION

1. On January 23, 2017 (the “Receivership Date”), Dugan Production Corp (“Dugan”) made

an application to the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta (the “Court”) for the appointment

of a receiver and manager of the current and future assets, undertakings and property of

Glencoe Resources Ltd. (“Glencoe” or the “Company”), pursuant to which the Court

granted an Order (the “Receivership Order”) appointing Hardie & Kelly Inc. (“HKI” or

the “Receiver”) as the Receiver of Glencoe.

2. On April 13, 2017, the Receiver issued its first report (the “First Report”) in support of an

application scheduled for April 19, 2017, at which the Receiver applied for and was granted

an Order (the “Sale Process Order”) approving, among other things, the terms of a sale

process in respect of Glencoe’s assets. Included in the Sale Process Order was an amendment

to paragraph 20 of the Receivership Order removing certain restrictions on the Receiver’s

borrowing powers.

3. The purpose of this report (the “Second Report”) is to provide the Court with:

a. An update on the sale process;

b. Information respecting the cash flow in relation to the operations of Glencoe’s oil and

gas properties and the receivership generally; and

c. The Receiver’s recommendations regarding amendments to its borrowing powers.

TERMS OF REFERENCE

4. In preparing this Second Report, the Receiver has relied upon unaudited financial

information, discussions with Glencoe’s former management and employees, available books

and records of the Company, information provided by the Receiver’s legal counsel and

discussions with and information provided by Niven Fischer Energy Services Ltd. (“NF”),

the Receiver’s operational consultants (collectively referred to as the “Information”).  The

Receiver has not performed an audit, review or otherwise attempted to verify the accuracy or

completeness of the Information.

5. All capitalized terms not defined in this Second Report shall have the meaning ascribed to

them in the First Report.
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BACKGROUND

6. Glencoe holds an ownership in several oil and gas properties. These properties consist

mainly of:

a. An approximately 37% average interest in a coal bed methane operation at Chigwell

(“Chigwell CBM Property”), which it operates;

b. An 89% interest in a gas plant at Morningside (“Morningside Plant”), which it

operates and which processes both Glencoe interest production from the Chigwell

area and third party volumes from other properties;

c. An approximately 48% interest in six oil units (the “Oil Units”) which are operated

by the 52% owner, Sequoia Operating Corp. (“Sequoia”) which includes a joint

venture with Sequoia by the name of OEI Holdings Trust (“OEI”) in respect of CO2

injection facilities (the “CO2 Facilities”);

d. Various interests in approximately 12 other, minor properties; and

e. Various mineral land interests totalling approximately 102,000 gross acres or 39,200

net acres.  The lands are mostly developed, and are comprised of approximatey 33%

Freehold rights and 67% Crown rights.

7. As mentioned in the First Report, deferred maintenance at the Chigwell CBM Property had

caused both production revenue and processing revenue to drop prior to the Receivership

Date.  Since then, the Receiver, has performed repairs (the “Chigwell Repairs”) which have

increased these revenues. The Receiver continues to assess the impact of the Chigwell

Repairs, but initial results suggest that the increase in production and processing volumes has

met the Receiver’s expectations.

8. Since then, during its review of the process by which third party processing fees were billed,

NF learned that Glencoe’s manual process for preparing invoices had resulted in several

erroroneous calculations. According to NF’s analysis, these erroneous calculations caused

many of Glencoe’s processing customers to be over-charged for processing, resulting in an

average overbilling of approximately 40%.  This, coupled with the fact that Glencoe did not

appear to have had any formal process for receiving, reviewing and attending to customer

disputes, appears to have resulted in many customers simply halting payments in relation to

processing fees. As a result, the Receiver is of the view that a portion of the approximately
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$700,000 in outstanding accounts receivable relating to processing fees as at the

Receivership Date are likely to be uncollectable. Further, the Receiver has been required to

significantly reduce its estimates in relation to ongoing processing fee revenues as previous

estimates were based on Glencoe’s historical records.

9. The Receiver has continued to communicate with Sequoia in relation to a dispute over

operatorship of certain Glencoe licenced wells and facilities, including the Morningside

Plant, and has participated in productive meetings with Sequoia in relation to various

operating matters including the Oil Units which Sequoia operates. As a result of these

discussions, the Receiver has learned the following:

a. Sequoia recently purchased its interest in the Oil Units from OMERS Energy Inc.

(“OMERS”).  According to Sequoia, it is currently in dispute with OMERS over

certain aspects of the transaction and is still working to gather information about the

Oil Units, both from an operational perspective and an administrative perspective.

Neither OMERS nor Sequoia has provided the Receiver with details regarding the

transaction including confirmation of the effective date of the transaction. As a result,

the Receiver is unclear which party it should be expecting to receive joint venture

billings from for each operating month as the Receiver has not yet received a

comprehensive joint venture billing from either party for January 2017 or any

subsequent production month. In addition, NF reports that it has not been able to

obtain any requested quantitative information from Sequoia in respect of the Oil

Units, whether related to production volumes or financial results. The Receiver

continues to attempt to obtain this information; and

b. The Receiver has performed a preliminary review of documents relating to OEI and

related contracts and financial information. Based on this preliminary review, it

appears Glencoe and Sequoia (as partners in OEI) are party to certain contracts

related to the procurement of components for its CO2 plants, as mentioned in the

First Report. It appears that, in the past, OMERS, as operator of the Oil Units and

related OEI plants, billed Glencoe its share of the CO2 obligations on its joint venture

billings regardless of whether payment of the obligations had actually occurred. As a

result, the OMERS joint venture billings indicated that Glencoe owed OMERS for

overall net losses in relation to the Oil Units despite the fact that it appears that,

overall, the Oil Units generated net income when the CO2 obligations were excluded.
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According to the Receiver’s review, it appears this resulted in a dispute between

Glencoe and OMERS, as Glencoe believed it should be paid its share of the net

income without regard for the CO2 obligations given that Glencoe believed that those

obligations were not actually being paid. The Receiver continues to investigate this.

SALE PROCESS UPDATE

10. As part of its preparation for the sale process, the Receiver had engaged Sproule Associates

Limited (“Sproule”) to complete an update of a reserve evaluation report it had previously

provided Glencoe, as it was out of date.  As a result of Sproule’s initial analysis, it became

clear that a proper update would require additional analysis, with the assistance of NF, to

complete.  This has resulted in an increase to the cost of obtaining the report as well as an

extension of the timeline to complete the report, impacting the timing of commencement of

the sale process. Purusant to its discretion in accordance with paragraph 6 of the approved

sale process, the Receiver currently anticipates the timing of the sale process will be

amended as follows:

April 20 – June 2, 2017 Compile information, obtain updated reserve report, establish

electronic data room and prepare marketing materials

June 5 – July 19, 2017 Launch Sale Process including contacting interested parties,

distributing Teaser, placing advertisements in Daily Oil Bulletin and

Calgary Herald, compiling NDA’s, responding to requests for

information and facilitating due diligence meetings and calls

July 19, 2017 Initial bids to be submitted by 12:00 p.m. Calgary time

July 20 - 21, 2017 Review bids, select and notify Qualified Bidders

July 22 – August 11,

2017

Facilitate final due diligence and negotiate binding bids

August 11, 2017 Final bids to be submitted by 12:00 p.m. Calgary time

August 14 - 25, 2017 Selection of Successful Bids and finalize Purchase and Sale

Agreement(s)

September 11 - 15, 2017 Court approval of definitive Purchase and Sale Agreement(s) with

closing of the transaction to occur shortly thereafter
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CASH FLOW

11. Attached as Appendix “A” is a copy of the Receiver’s Statement of Receipts and

Disbursements as at May 31, 2017 indicating the Receiver maintains approximately

$653,000 in its operational trust account.

12. The available cash is more than offset by accrued invoices for operating expenses and the

fees of the Receiver, NF, and the Receiver’s counsel through to May 31, 2017. Therefore, the

Receiver requires additional funding by way of the issuance of Receiver’s Certificates in the

very near future in order to meet obligations.

13. In addition, the Receiver, in conjunction with NF, has updated its cash flow forecast based on

the following changes since the First Report:

a. Reduced estimates regarding processing fee revenue based on amended calculations

prepared by NF resulting from its review, as discussed above;

b. Expected delays in the timing of receipt of ongoing processing revenues as well as

processing revenues receivable as of the Receiverhsip Date, as a result of customer

disputes and the deferment of invoicing while NF completed the amendments to the

calculations;

c. The Receiver had previously expected to receive net income from Sequoia from the

Oil Units based on NF’s analysis of historical operating results.  However, based on

feedback from Sequoia (as discussed above) the Receiver now anticipates that there

will be, at best, a significant delay in receiving such revenues or, at worst, no revenue

payments as a result of the accrual of CO2 commitments by Sequoia;

d. Added costs related to the additional reserve evaluation work that is required, as well

as a further month of net cash losses related to the delay in the commencement of the

sale process, as discussed above; and

e. Additional professional time resulting from dealing with numerous operational and

administrative issues, many of which have been discussed in the First Report and this

Second Report.
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14. As a result of these changes, the Receiver now anticipates that it will require approximately

$1,800,000 in borrowings to maintain Glencoe’s operations and complete a sale of the

properties. A copy of the Receiver’s revised cash flow forecast is attached as Appendix “B”

to this Second Report.

15. Pursuant to the Receivership Order, the Receiver has been authorized to borrow $1,000,000,

with a priority charge against Glencoe’s assets (the “Borrowing Charge”). However, the

Receiver is of the view that, based on its cash flow forecast, it would be appropriate to

increase the Borrowing Charge limit to $2,000,000. The Receiver understands that Dugan, as

lender to the Receiver, is supportive of such an amendment to the terms of the Receivership

Order and is prepared to fund the Receiver accordingly.

RECOMMENDATIONS

16. For the reasons as set out in this Second Report, the Receiver respectfully requests and

recommends the Court approve the amending of the Receivership Order to increase the

maximum Borrowing Charge to $2,000,000.

All of which is respectfully submitted this 2nd day of June 2017.

Hardie & Kelly Inc., in its capacity as
Receiver and Manager of Glencoe Resources Ltd.
and not in its personal capacity

Per:

Charla Smith, CGA, CIRP, LIT
Vice President



IN THE MATTER OF THE RECEIVERSHIP OF APPENDIX 1
GLENCOE RESOURCES LTD.

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
AS AT MAY 31, 2017

RECEIPTS
Cash on hand 357.14
Receiver's Certificate borrowings 1,000,000.00
Oil and gas revenue (Glencoe) 691,386.23
Third Party revenue 168,906.53
Cargill receipt 150,000.00
Joint Venture receipts 2,101.54
Accounts receivable collections 44,762.49
Misc - Refunds, interest, GST, etc 34,412.05

Total Receipts 2,091,925.98

DISBURSEMENTS
G&A 96,841.60
Insurance 51,038.84
Operating costs 326,015.86
Transportation fees 135,205.71
Royalties 24,417.24
AER fees 61,784.11
Capital expenditures 75,670.82
Marketing consultant 8,000.00
Niven Fischer fees 106,271.44
Receiver's fees 99,234.00
Legal fees 42,311.70
Critical supplier payments 47,206.50
Payment of revenue to Third Party Producers 168,906.53
Cargill payment 150,000.00
Gear Energy payment 10,335.74
GST Paid 35,484.56

Total Disbursements 1,438,724.65

CASH BALANCE 653,201.33



IN THE MATTER OF THE RECEIVERSHIP OF
GLENCOE RESOURCES LTD. APPENDIX 2
CASH FLOW FORECAST
As at May 31, 2017

Notes  Actual to
May 31

 Accrued unpaid
to date

Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Total

Opening cash balance 357 653,201 (97,851) (486,689) (765,251) (839,103) (857,066) (825,530) 357

Receipts 1
Gross gas & NGL revenue 2 545,845 (42,000) 66,883 85,630 84,902 84,521 825,781
Processing revenue 3 - 125,500 150,546 109,016 108,146 493,207
Net non-op revenue 4 431 - - - - - - 431
Total operating receipts 546,275 (42,000) 66,883 85,630 210,402 235,067 109,016 108,146 1,319,419

Pre-receivership accounts receivable 5 44,762 23,600 23,600 23,600 23,600 139,162
Misc  - refunds, interest revenue, etc (1,073) (1,073)
Cargill payment 6 - -

Total receipts 589,965 (42,000) 66,883 85,630 234,002 258,667 132,616 131,746 1,457,509

Disbursements
Royalties 24,417 8,500 15,616 15,259 15,062 14,947 14,887 108,689
Operating Expenses 7 387,800 447,852 234,346 233,173 232,032 200,923 80,194 1,816,318
Recovery from partners 8 (1,671) (55,000) (55,000) (55,000) (55,000) (221,671)
Total operating disbursements 410,546 456,352 249,962 248,432 192,094 160,870 40,081 (55,000) 1,703,336

Capital expenditures 9 75,671 26,000 101,671
Pre-receivership critical supplier payments 10 47,207 47,207

Administrative
Insurance 51,039 51,039
Gas marketing consultant 8,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 20,500
Receiver's fees 99,234 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 20,000 20,000 289,234
Niven Fischer 11 106,271 170,000 48,000 48,000 48,000 48,000 124,000 592,271
Legal fees 42,312 15,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 40,000 10,000 207,312
G&A 12 96,842 9,200 100,260 10,260 10,260 10,260 1,000 1,000 239,082
Total 403,698 226,700 205,760 115,760 115,760 115,760 61,000 155,000 1,399,438

Total Disbursements 937,121 709,052 455,722 364,192 307,854 276,630 101,081 100,000 3,251,651

Net receivership receipts (disbursements) (347,156) (751,052) (388,839) (278,561) (73,852) (17,963) 31,535 31,746 (1,794,141)

Plus: Receiver's certificate borrowings received 13 1,000,000 1,000,000

Ending cash balance 653,201 (97,851) (486,689) (765,251) (839,103) (857,066) (825,530) (793,784) (793,784)
Total borrowings required 1,097,851 1,486,689 1,765,251 1,839,103 1,857,066 1,825,530 1,793,784 1,793,784



Notes
1 Cash flow forecast assumes sale or disposal of all assets with an effective date of August 31.  Cash flows in months subsequent to August reflect timing differences related to August and prior months

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 Actual borrowings are reflected here, but future borrowings are not included in the forecast as the requirement for additional borrowings is reflected in the negative ending cash balances

Includes only post-receivership charges. This is now being billed by JIB, with an expected 60 payment timeline, but billing was delayed by issues with the calculations which Niven Fischer discovered

Forecasted recovery of A/R related to pre-receivership processing revenues reflects delayed timing and reduced collections due to previous invoicing errors

Chigwell compressor repairs already undertaken and work required to deal with a pending lease expiry have been included.

Includes approx. $30,000 paid to former employees for initial consulting support, cost to clear out Glencoe office and move records, and cost to obtain an updated reserve report.  Ongoing costs relate
mainly to IT and required software lease payments.

Includes field contractors and January lease rentals

Niven Fischer has advised that the administrative requirements to manage the Glencoe properties is greater than anticipated, resulting in monthly bills being higher than previously forecast.  However,
payment of the additional fees has been forecast to occur after sale of assets per agreement with Niven Fischer.

Gross receipts are forecast to be received in the month following the production month, and are net of: NOVA transportation fees, amounts relating to Third Party (non-partner) production, and marketing
adjustments.  Revenues have been estimated by Niven Fischer based on historical results and assumptions regarding future production volumes and pricing

Amount received post-receivership from Cargill has been paid pursuant to Court Order

Majority of non-op is oil properties operated by Sequoia.  Revenues and operating costs had been previously forecast by Niven Fischer based on historical results and assumptions regarding future
production volumes and pricing.  Based on the lack of current information and ongoing disputes related to Sequoia, they are now not assumed to be collectable within the forecast period.

Average monthly bills to working interest partners prior to the receivership has been used to forecast recovery from partners in Glencoe-operated properties.  The issuance of JIBs related to December
through March have been delayed by various issues, including the review and correction of processing fees which are being billed out on JIBs.  As a result, the timeline for receipt of partners' share of
expenses has been delayed

Gross payments of operating expenses, including lease rentals, AER fees, and field operating expenses are reflected here, and are anticipated to be partially offset by recoveries from partners shown in the
line directly below.  Field operating expenses are forecast to be paid 1-2 months after they are incurred, as most suppliers have not required COD payments.  The following are not included:
a. Property taxes estimated at $220,000, as it is assumed these will be paid out upon a sale of assets rather than in the normal course. If required to be paid sooner, additional funding would be required.
b. Cash payments for CO2 purchase, as these are assumed to be either suspended or set off against net oil revenue by Sequoia.
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